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Laminate Options
Features a wide range of finishes—
expanding your design possibilities 
and ensuring you can create just 
the space you need.

L-Pull Bar Pull

Reverse Knife Edge Rectangular Pull Loop Pull

Grafia Casegoods
Whether for private office, open plan, 
collaborative spaces, formal or informal 
conferencing, Grafia brings a modern office 
aesthetic to a broad range of settings. And it’s 
flexible enough to be integrated with our entire 
portfolio of products. Regardless of application, 
you’ll appreciate our finishes, helpful storage 
ideas and smart design details. Grafia Series 
seamlessly blends with System OX (benching 
and height adjustable), System MX + System DV.

Make It Unique
Grafia offers many options that 
allow you to express your style.
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Grafia Technical Specifications
General Details

Handle Options

Assembly Details

Desk Shells

Returns

Bridges

� Worksurfaces are 1 1/8” thick, thermally fused laminate with matching edgeband. For available finishes please refer to Finishes section.
� High Pressure laminate options are available as a special, please note we are not able to offer matching edgebands for High Pressure laminates.
� Storage elements have 3/4” thick case construction with 1mm edge.
� Laminate drawer and door faces are 3/4” thick.
� 2mm edges available on worksurfaces and reverse knife edge on limited surfaces. See Product Detail: Edge Profile Details for examples.
� Leveling feet are adjustable up to 1” for all floor supported components.
� Units are finished all over, including the backs.
� Shelves will match body selection
� Grain direction runs vertical for all pieces except for the back of 60” wide and over cabinets which run horizontal. Woodgrain is always vertical on storage fronts and doors. 

Grains run vertically on items under 60” wide, items over 60” wide have to run horizontally.
� Grain directions cannot be matched, however this is not noticeable on most laminate options with the exception of the natural looking woods where cathedrals appear. SCS 

cannot guarantee that the woodgrain will match up on the different parts of the same surface.
� SCS recommends the use of mouse pads to protect longevity and integrity of worksurfaces.

� Everything ships assembled except for desk shells, returns and bridges. Desk shells are knocked down and height adjustable table desks are partially knocked down.
� Adjustable shelves are adjustable in 32mm increments. 
� Easy assembly using CAM and PIN construction allows ease of disassembly.
� Credenzas are modular and units ganged together in the field.

� Desk shells have 5 pre-configured options. If another desking option is needed alternatives can be created using worksurfaces and full laminate support end panels which 
provide numerous options not shown.

� Desk shell depths are 24”, 30” and 36” deep and widths run from 36” to 96” wide.
� Storage combinations should be specified as partial depth on any desk shell with a modesty (18” deep storage units will also fit under anything with a modesty). 
� When specifying the quarter height and half height desk shell modesties keep in mind if you required storage items and the desk is not against the wall then they will be 

visible from under the modesties.
� Leveling feet adjustable up to 1”.

� Return shell comes with full height modesty panel and one full depth end panel.
� Returns can be specified in conjunction with SCS desk shells or specified as a stand alone piece if you have a storage component on the open ended side. Returns can be 

tied together with a Grafia surface to storage bracket.

� Full modesty flush option only (for bridges without the modesty a standard worksurface can be specified).

� Four handle options are available:
1. Bar Pull
2. Loop Pull
3. Square Pull
4. L Pull

� Symbols default with the bar pull but can be adjusted while applying your finishes. 
� The handle hole spread is 5” if you wish to supply your own handles.

Locks

� Box/Box/Files (BBF) pedestals will only lock the file and the middle box drawer, not the top box.
� File/File (FF) pedestal locks will secure both drawers.
� For all lateral files, wardrobe and storage units the locks will secure the drawers/door for the entire unit.
� Units will come with 2 keys per lock.
� Key-alike options are available per storage unit, additional lock cores may be ordered (for an additional charge) to key-alike an entire office.

Tackboards

� Tackboards are designed to work with your stations need, with or without storage.
� Tackboard fabric direction is vertical on 24” to 48” wide units and will run horizontally for 54” to 96” wide pieces. 
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Run-Off Worksurfaces

D Tops

Stack Shelves

Height Adjustable Table Desks

Suspended Modesty

Storage

Shelves, Overheads and Hutches

� All run-off’s are designed to match the standard desk heights.
� Floating tops work in conjunction with the 21” high storage units.
� Rectangular run-off’s for power shelf will attach a stack shelf which is placed on the 21” high unit.
� The units are offered as non-powered and powered. The power options will come standard with the “Stafford Mini” power unit.

� D Tops come with leg and are only available in square or rounded options.
� D Tops are available with or without a modesty.

� Stack shelf units are designed to work in conjunction with a 21” high storage unit and can accommodate the Run-Off tops for power stack shelves.

� Available in 24” and 30” depths and widths run 42” to 96” wide.
� Height adjustable table desks can be specified with or without a modesty.
� Height adjustable table desks come with two options, crank or a motorized unit. The crank is a 6:1 turn ration.
� Please note, when specifying the motorized option that there is enough space to easily gain access to the power unit.

� Suspended modesties should be specified on the height adjustable table desks without modesties.
� Units are 12” high and are offered in 24” to 78” widths. Please follow the details on suspended modesty pricing page for what width modesty goes with what height 

adjustable table desk.

� Available as wall mounted or as a surface mounted hutch.
� Tackboards are specified separately, they do not come with the hutches.
� The portion above the shelves on the L-shelf is a laminate piece.
� Installation details: Hutches will be secured to the top of the desk shell with cam and bolts or with double sided tape and screws to the wall and the side units when available.
� Wall mounted items are secured using cleat mounts. Security screws need to run through the wall cleat to assure that overhead cannot dislodge.

� SCS offers a wide variety of storage options and configurations that will work with your office needs. For more details please see below.
� Full depth units come with counterweights except for units with cut-outs. 
� Partial depth units do not have counterweights. These units should be specified in a manner in which they are secured by a worksurface or ganged together with another 

storage unit using the Calibrate surface to support bracket.
� Framed items are a silver vinyl wrapping with frosted glass.
� 18” deep towers and pull-out towers include a coat hook.
� 24” deep towers include a coat rod for hangers.
� Filing offered is side-to-side as standard for pencil lateral and file laterals that are 24” deep as well as partial depth laterals (22” deep and 29” deep).
� Front to back filing is an option that can be purchased as an accessory and will ship separately. 
� All storage symbols will show the bar pull, however in worksheet you can swap the handle out as an option to one of the other standard offerings.
� 18” deep pedestals have 12” deep x 12” wide box drawers. Please see Product Detail: Pedestal and Lateral Dimensions for example.
� 24” deep pedestals have 20” deep x 12” wide box drawers. Please see Product Detail: Pedestal and Lateral Dimensions for example.
� 30” deep pedestals have 20” deep x 12” wide box drawers. Please see Product Detail: Pedestal and Lateral Dimensions for example.
� Pencil trays are included in the BBF and BF pedestals.
� Shelving counts: 50” high units have 1 shelf, 66” and 74” high units have 2 shelves and 82” high units have 3 shelves.


